
Dear CaDansians, we had a blast last night. And we’re going to have a blast again

tonight! No excuses for not staying until late tonight: clocks will turn back, giving

everyone an extra hour to rest. Yay!

16.15 - 16.30 starting together
16.30 - 18.00 La Réveilleuse
18.30 - 20.00 L’Air Inconnu
20.30 - 22.00 Duo Tange Coudroy
22.30 - 00.15 Beat Bouet Trio
00.45 - 02.00 Marie Paulette
02.00 - 02.15 bedtime story
02.00 time to sleep

 
 

Do I  go to sleep after my bedtime
story? No, there’s still a good 45
minutes for you to enjoy, play
some music, and hang out. But as
soon as the clock hits 3 am, it goes
back to 2 am, through the magic
of Daylight Saving Time. That
means you get to sleep in for an
extra hour tonight! Hurrah!
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The latest news from

main stage

Open Stage
17.45 – 18.30 Daddy Squeeze and
Elizabeth
19.00 – 19.45 Mara Menzel solo
20.00 – 20.45 Duo Anouk &
Wouter
21.30 – 22.15 Tajga
22.45 – 23.30 Duo Baftig
00.00 – 00.45 Wim te Groen



Fishy instrument in the consigne
Friday evening a shark was left in the consigne. While sharks
usually thrive in the water, this particular species had to be
protected from the rain. Thus it stayed at the venue with all
the instruments. No bites were reported by the time today’s
CaDaily was printed.

A dragon at the party?
No, the dragon has never been a CaDansa mascot, but it has
been a special part of CaDansa since 2016. How, you
wonder? Well, since 2016 Mr. Fruits supplies his ‘Boisson des
Dragons’. You can get it at the bar. The real daredevils are
drinking this ginger drink as a shot. But you can also ask to
mix it with some hot or cold water. It does wonders when you
danced all night long and feel that throat ache coming in! 
More info: www.sirops-du-barbu.com

Social buttons
At the merch stand you will find ‘social
dance’ buttons in all colours of the
rainbow. They are hand made by
Maartje de Goede. She is also
CaDansa’s designer and she created all
the incredible posters and themes.  



As you may have heard we made a mistake and 
ordered too few T-shirts. But we do want everyone to be able to get
one, so we will order more and send it to you. That means we’ll have
to charge a bit extra for delivery. Below you can see the prices,
delivery included, depending on where you want us to send it. Place
your order at the merch stand before Sunday at closing time.
Delivery to the Netherlands € 32,-
Delivery to EU + UK € 35,-
Having it sent elsewhere? Ask at the merch stand for delivery to other
places.

Koen hosted a workshop about sharing our space at the dance floor. 
It was an interesting session with good conversations. Find Koen’s
notes next to the CaDansa guidelines at the info board. It is about
sharing the space in the literal sense, but we are also sharing a social
space. With our team of organisers and many volunteers, we work
hard to offer everyone a beautiful, magical and safe CaDansa. 
Of course we’re just humans and we’re not perfect. We have our blind
spots on and off the dance floor and need to be in constant dialogue to
further improve CaDansa. Do you have any tips, experience or perhaps
anecdotes about your experience at CaDansa? We’d love to hear it.
Tell us, e-mail us or fill out an evaluation form. 

Shirts

Sharing our space at CaDansa 

Decor auction Sunday 14.00 - 15.00
Open Stage



‘I guess you are keeping track of each time Selena says "Oh Wouko...!"
(Could be in a sarcastic tone, a disappointed tone, or horny. who knows)?’
We received this interpretation of the riddle we posed on Thursday’s
edition (read back if you’re curious). Not quite right. We have another hint
to solve the riddle:

The Board Game Room has a ‘party hat making corner’, upstairs from the
bar. Get your party looks on for CaDansa’s 10th Anniversary tonight!
Beat Bouet Trio are hiding a secret song from us? A conspiracy is afoot to
release it. Apparently, some people are going to start singing the song
during the concert to make sure the band will release it. Will you join the
rebels?
Rumour has it that the cleaning team came up with strategies to make
everybody leave at closing time. Like bringing all things and persons they
find to lost and found. Check L&F for any misplaced items such as partners,
friends and babies. For daycare, there’s other solutions...
CaDansians really take responsibility to keep each other safe, especially the
blindfolded dancers. Yesterday a follower joined a cercle with a loose
shoelace. When the leaders danced inwards, a spectator managed to tie the
lace within the 8 measures of the followers standing still... We wonder if
the follower even noticed...

        Selena has her personal tissue box. And the count is:

rUMOURS

Bedtime story
Can’t sleep? Need that bedtime story again?
Missed a part of it?
We’ve got you covered. Just scan the QR code!


